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About This Game

Ready for some Brain Teasers?

Little Red is on her way to grandmas house, but to get there she will need your help. Each forest section is in pieces that need
organized so Little Red can find her way to grandmas. From simple to challenging you will enjoy 240 unique brain teasing

puzzles where the goal is to solve it in a specific number of moves. There is also another 240 levels where the goal is to collect
all 3 stars by utilizing their pieces on the board. That's 480 unique brain teasing puzzles with 4 different difficulty levels. Get

stuck? No worries, torches(hint items) are give every minute. You can save up torches to help light the correct path or skip the
level completely. You can go back at any time to try and achieve 3 star success on any level. With countless hours of puzzle

solving and fun times even on replays, are you up to the mission of helping Little Red find her way through the forests?

FEATURES

2 Different Game Modes
480 Brain Teasing Puzzles In Total

3 Star Accomplishment System
Free Hint System Accumulated Over Playtime

Skip Level Feature(with hint system)
Hours Of Replay Value

Beautifully Designed For PC
No Paywalled Content
No In App Purchases
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This is a fun creepy ride so far.

While it seems simple enough (don't take your eyes off them as you progress through the levels) it's very difficult to maneuver
and keep them in your sights.

I just started doing a video series on it and am intrigued on where it is going to go from here:
https://youtu.be/nlczB46Qpdw. NIce game, but doesent work correctly on 1440p res. i like the game but... i sometimes faze
through walls. Pick it up on sale, otherwise a little expensive.

The Wood Elves are a great elven team. More fragile than the High Elves, but have simply the best blitzer in the game in the
Wardancer. Who's starting stats are what other teams blitzers aspire to! Great team to run around with, bashing teams require a
bit of care. Looking great in leggings.... It's a really shallow mobile port with busty women and jiggle physics that try to get you
to play/buy.

Not enough info? ...really? Well...

Game works on a 3-star rating system for each mission. The game treats you like an invalid by constantly reminding you how to
play (despite it being really simple and straightforward), the progression that exists doesn't really improve or build upon the
gameplay. Maps are incredibly minimalistic. There is nothing to interact with, nothing to move or climb upon.

If it goes on sale and you want something super casual then... maybe. Otherwise I can't recommend this. There are MUCH better
choices when it comes to both action and sex-appeal.. It's unique, entertaining and fun. Never added the promised split screen co-
op that I gave them money for. Failure to follow through on promises is never a good sign.. I really enjoyed this fun time passer,
has all the usual bad puns and light humour you expect to find in a point and click game. I did have to think a bit for some of the
puzzles.. To summarize in few words - the game is a gorgeous mixture of Chess with Deflektor, taking the best ideas from both.
( (Btw. - does anyone know what the 2nd game is? ;-) a computer game for some 8bit machines from 80's, you may find some
free remakes in the net, eg. Deflektor X4)

Funs of lasers and even light sabres will realize soon that there is not much of an FPS here ;-) Just a 'boring', almost static board
with some 2-colour pieces. And some rules that you have to read about - on how to play and win or lose...
Briefly - you have to destroy opponent's Pharaoh. To achieve that you have to use the pieces to reflect a laser beam so that the
enemy's Pharaoh is shot with the laser beam. The pieces, depending on their type and orientation (side on which they receive the
beam), can either reflect the laser, absorb it without damage or be destroyed. The 2 players play by turns, in which a single piece
can be moved or turned. To win the player have to secure his own Pharaoh and find a way either to destroy or to use(!) the
enemy's pieces to shoot the other Pharaoh. Before the opponent does it to his of course... So basically often the decision is
whether the move can be offensive or defensive (can you afford losing a piece or have to do something to save it, depending on
how it affects the situation on the board later - very much like in Chess).

So in each move there is plenty of possibilities and silly movements ends badly very soon. If you are not careful you can actually
lose after your own move (yes, you can destroy your own 'Pharaoh'... - not like in Chess ;-). And one of the first things you learn
is that you have to be careful maybe even more than in Chess - because your pieces might be used against you! So you have to
analyse the position and possibilities of the attack using all the pieces on the board - but you can control movement of half, and
any move you do can be then used against you! Really cool, heh? ;-)

Comparing to the mentioned games the rules are:

 a lot simpler than in Chess - very few types of pieces with simple movement

 more complex than in Deflektor - but no energy or time limits, as the game is turn-based, not real-time

The game is surprisingly smooth to learn, ie. much easier and faster to learn than chess. And be warned - the gameplay is kind
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of addictive. I often started the program just to play one-two games... and yeah, sure... At least an hour gone...

Implementation of this kind of game could be very simple (concerning graphics etc), it could be even simple 2D board with
symbolic pieces - but most of today's players would not even look at it. So the art part is perfectly OK. (really nothing more
needed). Maybe music could be better... Or more ambient (or just could let to choose the genre). But not necessarily, these are
really not why you buy and play this kind of game...

I'd say it is a game of the best kind - it has simple rules, but the gameplay can be complex and hard to win. And as I wrote
earlier - it is easy to start playing it, much easier than Chess (and therefore it is initially more fun I guess; later - it depends...)

Those who like logic or tactics/strategy games should be delighted - and especially if you like Chess you will definitely like this
one!
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I'm having a great time playing this game. The multiplayer is frenetic in a good way. There's tons of variety too, like lots of
modifiers for the matches and tons of break the target levels. The art style is also pretty cool.. No fullscreen resolution so you
get a really small 800x600 with blackbars locked good luck at reading the how-to-play guide. No lewd scene and no controls like
a options to configure.. Bad.

- Not optimized for keyboard controls.
- Not possible to rebind keys.
- Poor replayability.. Upgrade Your Hero And Build Your Harem!
For Great Justice!

This game is dripping with atmosphere, and it's nice to have a game in this genre that you can just buy and then that's it, it
doesn't try to milk you for cash. The visual effects for this game are top notch, and the end result is... well imagine if adventure
time was on even more crack, and possibly some acid. Definitely some acid. Great music too. A perfect game to play when your
too tired for something too involved and just want to chill.. I have to say it "I need that d.i.c.k.h.e.a.d" lololololol fkn funny, this
is really good for the sale price, I would highly recommend, my only gripe is the fact you cannot use AWSD for movement keys
you have to use the arrow keys, sorry but that is lame on a game these days it's just too awkward to use, but on the plus side if
you have one it works great and best with an Xbox controller sweet!

Can only recommend you buy if you have the Xbox controller, I would not bother if you don't.
Plus:
Funny
Fun to play
Achievements and cards
Mr D.i.c.k.
Cheap on sale

Neg:
Use of arrow keys for movement and not AWSD.
Cannot remap keys…… really!
Gfx are s.h.i.t.
Not worth full price but still recommend when on sale.

Update 3.17 is live now - NEW MAP & HALLOWEEN EVENT!:

Welcome to the latest content update for Bloons TD 5! Let's take a look at what's new!

New Content. Update 2.4.3 - Minor fixes:
- Fixed level completed achievement not unlocking when weapons are used
- Fixed Helicopter collective not getting disassembled. Biggest update ever:
Alright everyone. I am very excited to announce the biggest update ever. I have uploaded a brand new video on the store page
that shows the Dragon King Boss fight as an example. Not only have I worked on the play mechanics of the game to really bring
you a hard core hack and slash RPG game, I have also down drastic work on the overall level design which you can see an
preview of whats to come in the link below. I have also fixed over 1300 bugs. As you can see from both the videos The Sacred
Stone is really becoming a work of art, and am really going to be bringing you gamers something very unique and beautiful to
play. I expect the new update to be out before X-mas.

EPIC SETTINGS Are shown in the video, Expect the Effects are set to Medium. GTX 1050
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4Ztf9EzuPk

-Better Character Design
-Better Animations
-Better hub
-More Spells
-Better Combat
-Enemies A.I greatly improved
-Sound Effects for player and A.I
-New Intro to the game: This is pretty hard core you will see!
-HardCore Boss fights
-Improved Level up system
-Improved Lighting
-Improved Landscaping
-Story flows better
-More combat and enemies in game
-Boss fights contain their own level design area for maximing FPS Rate. UPDATE 0.5.0.0 IS NOW RELEASED !:

Hi everyone !. The OKSoft Discord:
Hello,

As you may have realized from my lack of communications, DK is nearing end of its support, however OKSoft is definitely on
more and newer projects, if you want wind of those, or just wanna have a nice chat, join our discord.

https://discord.gg/fZUu4Hm

See you there!. Maze 3D 1.0.0.3 released:
Bug fixed:
* Fixed the "Delete Record" button sometimes fails.
* Correct the abnormality that the lens will rotate too quickly after pressing the "Reset" button.
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* Fixed trigger condition for "Resolved" button.. Weekly Maintenance for Feb 25th:
Weekly Maintenance will begin approximately at 11:30 AM EST. We will notify players once maintenance has concluded.
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